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Biggest risk of partnerships is brand
dilution: Luxury Institute
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By ERIN SHEA

Collaborations can sometimes be risky for luxury brands, and half of affluent shoppers
say that the biggest risk for a luxury partnership is the potential damage to the brand’s
image or reputation, according to the latest survey from the Luxury Institute.

Overall the study found that most affluent shoppers enjoy brand partnerships, even with
the risk. However, luxury marketers should pair up with brands that have the same goals
and mindset when seeking partnerships.
“Nearly half of wealthy consumers think that long-term collaborations are most effective
for luxury brands,” said Meera Raja, director at the Luxury Institute, New York.
“Luxury brands should utilize partnerships not just to showcase their strengths, but also to
create unique and innovative experience for consumers,” she said.
Luxury Institute surveyed consumers with a household income of at least $150,000 about
the appeal and impact of brand partnerships.
Pairing up
T he survey found that in addition to partnerships being the biggest risk for a brand,
affluent consumers also thought that partnerships could be beneficial if done correctly.

Affluent consumers ranked joint advertising, products, events and sponsorships as the
most effective types of brand collaborations.

Aston Martin partnered with Jaeger-LeCoultre to create a watch collection
Also, consumers reported that partnerships with hotels, travel brands, fashion labels and
airlines are the most fruitful.
Women are more likely to be interested in fashion, jewelry and beauty partnerships, while
men seem to enjoy automotive partnerships more.
Shoppers who are older than 50 are interested in airline and cruise partnerships.
Affluent shoppers also said that they would like to see luxury collaborations between a
number of brands including: Michael Kors and Apple, Chanel and Air France, and Lexus
and T he Ritz-Carlton.
Furthermore, affluent shoppers are not turned off by luxury brands partnering with
mainstream brands. T hose surveyed said they would like to see Starwood Hotels and
Resorts and Bed Bath & Beyond, Gucci and Coca-Cola, and others.

Johnnie Walker and Alfred Dunhill whiskey set
On the same page
Many luxury brands have engaged in partnerships with other luxury brands with similar
statuses as to not hurt their brands.
For instance, spirits brand Johnnie Walker eyed affluent men through a partnership with
Alfred Dunhill to create a limited-edition gift set that likely extended the reach of both
brands.
T he Johnnie Walker Blue Label limited edition collection by Alfred Dunhill is a collection
of British-inspired gifts in addition to a designer bottle. T he partnership helped both
brands solidify their position in the luxury industry and as well as their reputation as
men’s lifestyle brands (see story).
Additionally, high-end smartphone manufacturer Vertu continues its six-year partnership
with Italian automaker Ferrari with the release of a limited-edition Android smartphone
inspired by the automaker’s design features.
T he limited-edition Vertu T i Ferrari smartphone is the latest in Vertu’s smartphone
collaboration with Ferrari. By designing the smartphone to resemble the vehicle, the
phone will likely appeal to a wider group of consumers (see story).
Luxury brands can gain additional exposure and attract new customers through
partnerships with other luxury marketers.
“T here are still many benefits of partnerships, but luxury brands must really focus on
relevant opportunities with companies that share the same values,” Ms. Raja said.
Final take
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